Indium Software’s mission is to provide customer-centric high quality technology solutions that deliver business value.
Overview

- **20+ Years of service excellence**
- **1000+ Dedicated employees**
- **350+ Amazing customers**
- **5 Presence in 5 major countries**
- **ISO 27001:2013 certified**
- **Partner solutions through leading technology vendors (Microsoft, STRIIM, Mendix)**

Domains - Banking, Retail, Gaming, Education, Logistics, Utilities, Healthcare & Life Sciences
Digital

Application Services

**Full Stack Development**
- Java | Angular JS | React JS | Node JS | MEAN & MERN | Web Services
- Databases: MySQL | PostgreSQL | Oracle | SQL Server

**Low Code Development**
- Mendix | Alpha Software

**Mobile Development**
- Platforms - iOS | Android
- IDEs – Android Studio | Xcode

**RPA**
- UI Path | Automation Anywhere | Kofax | Nice

**Blockchain**
- Blockchain Development | Use-Case Analysis using Hyper Ledger, Bitcoin Core, Ethereum and R3 Corda

Data Services

**Advanced Analytics**

**Descriptive Analytics & Dashboards** using R Shiny | Tableau
- Qlikview | Power BI | Pentaho BI | D3 JS

**IoT Analytics** - Check for IoT readiness | Data quality assessment and data preparation | Service Executions

**Text Analytics** - Text Extraction | Summarization | Classification

**AI, ML & Deep Learning** using R | Python | Alteryx | Tensorflow

**Algorithms Expertise:**
- Naive Bayes | Random Forests | Neural Networks | SVM | NLP | Apriori

Data Engineering

**Data Warehouse** | **Data Migration** | **Data Lake**

**Architect** | **Implement** | **Optimize** | **Maintain**

**Technologies:**
- NiFi | Talend | Pentaho | Hadoop | Spark | MongoDB | Elasticsearch | Redshift | Kafka | Snowflake | SSIS | PostgreSQL | Maria DB AX

Cloud Services

AWS | Azure | Google
Independent QA

Functional Testing
- Compatibility Testing
- Regression Testing
- Test Automation
- Mobile Test Automation

Non-functional Testing
- Performance Testing
- Security Testing

Specialized QA
- DevOps Testing
- Cloud Testing
- Compliance Testing
- Data Quality Validation
- Game Testing
IPs / Accelerators

**teX.ai**

- Ai based Text Analytics product
- Provides insights analyzing various forms of text content
- Available as a desktop application & SAAS offering
- Modules:
  - Text Extraction
  - Text Summarization
  - Text Classification

**iSAFE**

- Test Automation Framework
- In built re-usable functions and components, reduces Automation scripting effort by 20%
- Unattended Automation & CI/CD integration
- Customisable reports
- Integrates seamlessly with leading Test Tools and Technologies
- Execute Tests across devices, browsers and OS - on Premise or on the Cloud
Why Indium?

Key focus on niche services

IPs at no cost

On demand ramp up and down of resources

Solution Accelerators

Customer Centric Systems & Processes

Global Engagement Models

Customer Centric Systems & Processes
Delivery Models

OFFSHORE MANAGED

✓ Deployment of Indium’s A-Team at offshore
✓ Program managed by Indium
✓ Seamless communication with the client coordinator (SPOC) on a daily and weekly basis.

ON-SITE MANAGED

✓ Designed for projects that require the presence of the team at the client’s office
✓ Project managed by Indium or Client

ON-SITE <-> NEAR SHORE <-> OFFSHORE (Follow The Sun Model)

✓ Designed for round the clock support through the Onsite – Near shore – Offshore model
✓ The geographical proximity & spread provides several benefits in terms of effective communication, quicker turnaround times
✓ Project managed by the Indium

RESOURCE AUGMENTATION

✓ Resource allocation based on Domain and Technical Expertise
✓ Project Management by the Client
**Development and QA Service for Real Estate Company**

“Indium improved the rigor of our testing processes and has resolved hundreds of bugs over the years.”

- **VP of Engineering, eXp Realty**

**Artificial Intelligence Support for Renewable Energy Tech Company**

“They work well with our internal team and are dedicated to our success.”

- **Co-founder, Renewable Energy**

**Data Analytics Service for Mobile Engagement Company**

“Their adaptability and technical knowledge are exceptional”

- **Head of Data Management Team, Mobile Engagement Company**

**QA Testing for Economic Impact Analysis Software Firm**

“Generally, QA teams are seen as somewhat rigid, but Indium is very flexible”

- **VP of Product and Technology, IMPLAN**

---

**Endorsements:**

- One of the Top B2B companies
  - **Clutch**

- 10 Best Blockchain Development Company
  - **Design Drizzle**

- 20 Leading Software Testing Providers
  - **Test Magazine 2017**

- Company of the Year 2016 – Predictive Analytics – **CIOReview**
THANK YOU

USA
Cupertino | Princeton | Boston
Toll-free: +1-888-207-5969

INDIA
Chennai | Bengaluru | Mumbai
Toll-free: 1800-123-1191

UK
London
+44 773 653 9098

SINGAPORE
Singapore
+65 6812 7888

MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur
+60 (3) 2298 8465

Sales Inquiries
sales@indiumsoftware.com

General Inquiries
info@indiumsoftware.com

www.indiumsoftware.com

We Are Also On